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Verbal Brilliance in Latin: Third-io / Fourth Conjugation Exercises 
 
The following verbs will be used in the Third-io / Fourth Conjugation exercises. 
 
Third-io Conjugation Verbs: 

to seize capiô capere cêpî captus 

to throw iaciô iacere iêcî iactus 

to desire cupiô cupere cupîvî cupîtus 

to begin incipiô incipere incêpî inceptus 

to instruct praecipiô praecipere praecêpî praeceptus 

to snatch rapiô rapere rapuî raptus 

to accept accipiô accipere accêpî acceptus 

to notice cônspiciô cônspicere cônspêxî cônspectus 

to kill interficiô interficere interfêcî interfectus 

to undertake suscipiô suscipere suscêpî susceptus 

 
Fourth Conjugation Verbs: 

to hear audiô audîre audîvî audîtus 

to find inveniô invenîre invênî inventus 

to perceive sentiô sentîre sênsî sênsus 

to impede impediô impedîre impedîvî impedîtus 

to guard custodiô custôdîre custôdîvî custôdîtus 

to limit dêfîniô dêfînîre dêfînîvî dêfînîtus 

to discover reperiô reperîre repperî repertus 

to educate êrudiô êrudîre êrudîvî êrudîtus 

to strengthen mûniô mûnîre mûnîvî mûnîtus 

to punish pûniô pûnîre pûnîvî pûnîtus 
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Exercise: Third-io / Fourth Conjugation, Past (Passive) and Future (Active) Participles 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. [having been] seized captus about to seize captûrus 

2. [having been] thrown  about to throw  

3. desired  about to desire  

4. begun  about to begin  

5. instructed  about to instruct  

6. snatched  about to snatch  

7. accepted  about to accept  

8. noticed  about to notice  

9. killed  about to kill  

10. undertaken  about to undertake  

11. heard audîtus about to hear audîtûrus 

12. found  about to find  

13. perceived  about to perceive  

14. impeded  about to impede  

15. guarded  about to guard  

16. limited  about to limit  

17. discovered  about to discover  

18. educated  about to educate  

19. strengthened  about to strengthen  

20. punished  about to punish  
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Exercise: Third-io / Fourth Conjugation, Present (Active) and Future (Passive) Participles 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. seizing capiêns about to be seized capiendus 

2. throwing  about to be thrown  

3. desiring  about to be desired  

4. beginning  about to be begun  

5. instructing  about to be instructed  

6. snatching  about to be snatched  

7. accepting  about to be accepted  

8. noticing  about to be noticed  

9. killing  about to be killed  

10. undertaking  about to be undertaken  

11. hearing audiêns about to be heard audiendus 

12. finding  about to be found  

13. perceiving  about to be perceived  

14. impeding  about to be impeded  

15. guarding  about to be guarded  

16. limiting  about to be limited  

17. discovering  about to be discovered  

18. educating  about to be educated  

19. strengthening  about to be strengthened  

20. punishing  about to be punished  
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Exercise: Third-io / Fourth Conjugation, Present Infinitives, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. to seize capere to be seized capî 

2. to throw  to be thrown  

3. to desire  to be desired  

4. to begin  to be begun  

5. to instruct  to be instructed  

6. to snatch  to be snatched  

7. to accept  to be accepted  

8. to notice  to be noticed  

9. to kill  to be killed  

10. to undertake  to be undertaken  

11. to hear audîre to be heard audîrî 

12. to find  to be found  

13. to perceive  to be perceived  

14. to impede  to be impeded  

15. to guard  to be guarded  

16. to limit  to be limited  

17. to discover  to be discovered  

18. to educate  to be educated  

19. to strengthen  to be strengthened  

20. to punish  to be punished  
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Exercise: Third-io / Fourth Conjugation, Perfect Infinitives, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. to have seized cêpisse to have been seized captus esse 

2. to have thrown  to have been thrown  

3. to have desired  to have been desired  

4. to have begun  to have been begun  

5. to have instructed  to have been instructed  

6. to have snatched  to have been snatched  

7. to have accepted  to have been accepted  

8. to have noticed  to have been noticed  

9. to have killed  to have been killed  

10. to have undertaken  to have been undertaken  

11. to have heard audîvisse to have been heard audîtus esse 

12. to have found  to have been found  

13. to have perceived  to have been perceived  

14. to have impeded  to have been impeded  

15. to have guarded  to have been guarded  

16. to have limited  to have been limited  

17. to have discovered  to have been discovered  

18. to have educated  to have been educated  

19. to have strengthened  to have been strengthened  

20. to have punished  to have been punished  
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Exercise: Third-io / Fourth Conjugation, Future Infinitives, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. to be about to seize captûrus esse to be about to be seized captum îrî 

2. to be about to throw  to be about to be thrown  

3. to be about to desire  to be about to be desired  

4. to be about to begin  to be about to be begun  

5. to be about to instruct  to be about to be instructed  

6. to be about to snatch  to be about to be snatched  

7. to be about to accept  to be about to be accepted  

8. to be about to notice  to be about to be noticed  

9. to be about to kill  to be about to be killed  

10. to be about to undertake  to be about to be undertaken  

11. to be about to hear audîtûrus esse to be about to be heard audîtum îrî 

12. to be about to find  to be about to be found  

13. to be about to perceive  to be about to be perceived  

14. to be about to impede  to be about to be impeded  

15. to be about to guard  to be about to be guarded  

16. to be about to limit  to be about to be limited  

17. to be about to discover  to be about to be discovered  

18. to be about to educate  to be about to be educated  

19. to be about to strengthen  to be about to be strengthened  

20. to be about to punish  to be about to be punished  
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Exercise: Third-io / Fourth Conjugation, Present Indicative, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. x seizes capit x is [being] seized capitur 

2. x throws  x is [being] thrown  

3. x desires  x is desired  

4. x begins  x is begun  

5. x instructs  x is instructed  

6. x snatches  x is snatched  

7. x accepts  x is accepted  

8. x notices  x is noticed  

9. x kills  x is killed  

10. x undertakes  x is undertaken  

11. x hears audit x is heard audîtur 

12. x finds  x is found  

13. x perceives  x is perceived  

14. x impedes  x is impeded  

15. x guards  x is guarded  

16. x limits  x is limited  

17. x discovers  x is discovered  

18. x educates  x is educated  

19. x strengthens  x is strengthened  

20. x punishes  x is punished  
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Exercise: Third-io / Fourth Conjugation, Imperfect Indicative, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. x was seizing capiêbat x was being seized capiêbâtur 

2. x was throwing  x was being thrown  

3. x was desiring  x was being desired  

4. x was beginning  x was being begun  

5. x was instructing  x was being instructed  

6. x was snatching  x was being snatched  

7. x was accepting  x was being accepted  

8. x was noticing  x was being noticed  

9. x was killing  x was being killed  

10. x was undertaking  x was being undertaken  

11. x was hearing audiêbat x was being heard audiêbatur 

12. x was finding  x was being found  

13. x was perceiving  x was being perceived  

14. x was impeding  x was being impeded  

15. x was guarding  x was being guarded  

16. x was limiting  x was being limited  

17. x was discovering  x was being discovered  

18. x was educating  x was being educated  

19. x was strengthening  x was being strengthened  

20. x was punishing  x was being punished  
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Exercise: Third-io / Fourth Conjugation, Future Indicative, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. x will seize capiet x will be seized capiêtur 

2. x will throw  x will be thrown  

3. x will desire  x will be desired  

4. x will begin  x will be begun  

5. x will instruct  x will be instructed  

6. x will snatch  x will be snatched  

7. x will accept  x will be accepted  

8. x will notice  x will be noticed  

9. x will kill  x will be killed  

10. x will undertake  x will be undertaken  

11. x will hear audiet x will be heard audiêtur 

12. x will find  x will be found  

13. x will perceive  x will be perceived  

14. x will impede  x will be impeded  

15. x will guard  x will be guarded  

16. x will limit  x will be limited  

17. x will discover  x will be discovered  

18. x will educate  x will be educated  

19. x will strengthen  x will be strengthened  

20. x will punish  x will be punished  
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Exercise: Third-io / Fourth Conjugation, Present Perfect, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. x has seized cêpit x has been seized captus est 

2. x has thrown  x has been thrown  

3. x has desired  x has been desired  

4. x has begun  x has been begun  

5. x has instructed  x has been instructed  

6. x has snatched  x has been snatched  

7. x has accepted  x has been accepted  

8. x has noticed  x has been noticed  

9. x has killed  x has been killed  

10. x has undertaken  x has been undertaken  

11. x has heard audîvit x has been heard audîtus est 

12. x has found  x has been found  

13. x has perceived  x has been perceived  

14. x has impeded  x has been impeded  

15. x has guarded  x has been guarded  

16. x has limited  x has been limited  

17. x has discovered  x has been discovered  

18. x has educated  x has been educated  

19. x has strengthened  x has been strengthened  

20. x has punished  x has been punished  
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Exercise: Third-io / Fourth Conjugation, Past Perfect, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. x had seized cêperat x had been seized captus erat 

2. x had thrown  x had been thrown  

3. x had desired  x had been desired  

4. x had begun  x had been begun  

5. x had instructed  x had been instructed  

6. x had snatched  x had been snatched  

7. x had accepted  x had been accepted  

8. x had noticed  x had been noticed  

9. x had killed  x had been killed  

10. x had undertaken  x had been undertaken  

11. x had heard audîverat x had been heard audîtus erat 

12. x had found  x had been found  

13. x had perceived  x had been perceived  

14. x had impeded  x had been impeded  

15. x had guarded  x had been guarded  

16. x had limited  x had been limited  

17. x had discovered  x had been discovered  

18. x had educated  x had been educated  

19. x had strengthened  x had been strengthened  

20. x had punished  x had been punished  
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Exercise: Third-io / Fourth Conjugation, Future Perfect, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. x will have seized cêperit x will have been seized captus erit 

2. x will have thrown  x will have been thrown  

3. x will have desired  x will have been desired  

4. x will have begun  x will have been begun  

5. x will have instructed  x will have been instructed  

6. x will have snatched  x will have been snatched  

7. x will have accepted  x will have been accepted  

8. x will have noticed  x will have been noticed  

9. x will have killed  x will have been killed  

10. x will have undertaken  x will have been undertaken  

11. x will have heard audîverit x will have been heard audîtus erit 

12. x will have found  x will have been found  

13. x will have perceived  x will have been perceived  

14. x will have impeded  x will have been impeded  

15. x will have guarded  x will have been guarded  

16. x will have limited  x will have been limited  

17. x will have discovered  x will have been discovered  

18. x will have educated  x will have been educated  

19. x will have strengthened  x will have been strengthened  

20. x will have punished  x will have been punished  
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Exercise: Third-io / Fourth Conjugation, Present Subjunctive, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. let x seize capiat let x be seized capiâtur 

2. let x throw  let x be thrown  

3. let x desire  let x be desired  

4. let x begin  let x be begun  

5. let x instruct  let x be instructed  

6. let x snatch  let x be snatched  

7. let x accept  let x be accepted  

8. let x notice  let x be noticed  

9. let x kill  let x be killed  

10. let x undertake  let x be undertaken  

11. let x hear audiat let x be heard audiâtur 

12. let x find  let x be found  

13. let x perceive  let x be perceived  

14. let x impede  let x be impeded  

15. let x guard  let x be guarded  

16. let x limit  let x be limited  

17. let x discover  let x be discovered  

18. let x educate  let x be educated  

19. let x strengthened  let x be strengthened  

20. let x punish  let x be punished  
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Exercise: Third-io / Fourth Conjugation, Imperfect Subjunctive, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. x would seize caperet x would be seized caperêtur 

2. x would throw  x would be thrown  

3. x would desire  x would be desired  

4. x would begin  x would be begun  

5. x would instruct  x would be instructed  

6. x would snatch  x would be snatched  

7. x would accept  x would be accepted  

8. x would notice  x would be noticed  

9. x would kill  x would be killed  

10. x would undertake  x would be undertaken  

11. x would hear audîret x would be heard audîrêtur 

12. x would find  x would be found  

13. x would perceive  x would be perceived  

14. x would impede  x would be impeded  

15. x would guard  x would be guarded  

16. x would limit  x would be limited  

17. x would discover  x would be discovered  

18. x would educate  x would be educated  

19. x would strengthened  x would be strengthened  

20. x would punish  x would be punished  
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Exercise: Third-io / Fourth Conjugation, Perfect Subjunctive, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. [I ask what] x has seized cêperit [I ask who / what] has been seized captus sit 

2. [I ask what] x has thrown  [I ask who / what] has been thrown  

3. [I ask what] x has desired  [I ask who / what] has been desired  

4. [I ask what] x has begun  [I ask who / what] has been begun  

5. [I ask what] x has instructed  [I ask who / what] has been instructed  

6. [I ask what] x has snatched  [I ask who / what] has been snatched  

7. [I ask what] x has accepted  [I ask who / what] has been accepted  

8. [I ask what] x has noticed  [I ask who / what] has been noticed  

9. [I ask what] x has killed  [I ask who / what] has been killed  

10. [I ask what] x has undertaken  [I ask who / what] has been undertaken  

11. [I ask what] x has heard audîverit [I ask who / what] has been heard audîtus sit 

12. [I ask what] x has found  [I ask who / what] has been found  

13. [I ask what] x has perceived  [I ask who / what] has been perceived  

14. [I ask what] x has impeded  [I ask who / what] has been impeded  

15. [I ask what] x has guarded  [I ask who / what] has been guarded  

16. [I ask what] x has limited  [I ask who / what] has been limited  

17. [I ask what] x has discovered  [I ask who / what] has been discovered  

18. [I ask what] x has educated  [I ask who / what] has been educated  

19. [I ask what] x has strengthened  [I ask who / what] has been 
strengthened  

20. [I ask what] x has punished  [I ask who / what] has been punished  
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Exercise: Third-io / Fourth Conjugation, Past Perfect Subjunctive, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. x would have seized cêpisset x would have been seized captus esset 

2. x would have thrown  x would have been thrown  

3. x would have desired  x would have been desired  

4. x would have begun  x would have been begun  

5. x would have instructed  x would have been instructed  

6. x would have snatched  x would have been snatched  

7. x would have accepted  x would have been accepted  

8. x would have noticed  x would have been noticed  

9. x would have killed  x would have been killed  

10. x would have undertaken  x would have been undertaken  

11. x would have heard audîvisset x would have been heard audîtus esset 

12. x would have found  x would have been found  

13. x would have perceived  x would have been perceived  

14. x would have impeded  x would have been impeded  

15. x would have guarded  x would have been guarded  

16. x would have limited  x would have been limited  

17. x would have discovered  x would have been discovered  

18. x would have educated  x would have been educated  

19. x would have strengthened  x would have been strengthened  

20. x would have punished  x would have been punished  
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Exercise: Third-io / Fourth Conjugation, Present Imperative, Active Singular and Plural 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. seize! cape seize! (pl) capite 

2. throw!  throw! (pl)  

3. desire!  desire! (pl)  

4. begin!  begin! (pl)  

5. instruct!  instruct! (pl)  

6. snatch!  snatch! (pl)  

7. accept!  accept! (pl)  

8. notice!  notice! (pl)  

9. kill!  kill! (pl)  

10. undertake!  undertake! (pl)  

11. hear! audî hear! (pl) audîte 

12. find!  find! (pl)  

13. perceive!  perceive! (pl)  

14. impede!  impede! (pl)  

15. guard!  guard! (pl)  

16. limit!  limit! (pl)  

17. discover!  discover! (pl)  

18. educate!  educate! (pl)  

19. strengthen!  strengthen! (pl)  

20. punish!  punish! (pl)  
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Exercise: Third-io / Fourth Conjugation, Present Imperative, Passive Singular and Plural 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. be seized! capere be seized! (pl) capiminî 

2. be thrown!  be thrown! (pl)  

3. be desired!  be desired! (pl)  

4. be begun!  be begun! (pl)  

5. be instructed!  be instructed! (pl)  

6. be snatched!  be snatched! (pl)  

7. be accepted! (pl)  be accepted! (pl)  

8. be noticed!  be noticed! (pl)  

9. be killed!  be killed! (pl)  

10. be undertaken!  be undertaken! (pl)  

11. be heard! audîre be heard! (pl) audîminî 

12. be found!  be found! (pl)  

13. be perceived!  be perceived! (pl)  

14. be impeded!  be impeded! (pl)  

15. be guarded!  be guarded! (pl)  

16. be limited!  be limited! (pl)  

17. be discovered!  be discovered! (pl)  

18. be educated!  be educated! (pl)  

19. be strengthened!  be strengthened! (pl)  

20. be punished!  be punished! (pl)  
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Cumulative Exercise: Third-io / Fourth Conjugation, Participles and Infinitives 

1. to have punished 
2. to begin 
3. about to be thrown 
4. to be about to be limited 
5. to be about to be thrown 
6. snatching 
7. about to strengthen 
8. to have strengthened 
9. to be desired 
10. about to discover 
11. to be about to notice 
12. to be educated 
13. educating 
14. to have been undertaken 
15. to have been strengthened 
16. to be about to discover 
17. to perceive 
18. to hear 
19. to educate 
20. to be about to be heard 
21. to have accepted 
22. about to seize 
23. about to be found 
24. to be about to be strengthened 
25. to be undertaken 
26. [having been] undertaken 
27. to have been punished 
28. [having been] limited 
29. to be about to strengthen 
30. [having been] heard 
31. to have educated 
32. to have been guarded 
33. to be impeded 
34. about to notice 
35. to be about to kill 
36. to be about to perceive 
37. to have snatched 
38. about to undertake 
39. to impede 
40. to have discovered 
41. finding 

42. to have impeded 
43. to be about to punish 
44. to snatch 
45. to be about to be undertaken 
46. about to be instructed 
47. to be about to be seized 
48. [having been] instructed 
49. to have been limited 
50. about to educate 
51. limiting 
52. to be snatched 
53. to have been perceived 
54. to have been seized 
55. [having been] desired 
56. to be about to be instructed 
57. to be about to be perceived 
58. to notice 
59. [having been] punished 
60. about to find 
61. about to accept 
62. to have been discovered 
63. to desire 
64. [having been] discovered 
65. to be about to be noticed 
66. about to hear 
67. desiring 
68. to be about to be found 
69. to be about to be guarded 
70. seizing 
71. about to be accepted 
72. noticing 
73. about to be heard 
74. about to be desired 
75. to be begun 
76. to have been educated 
77. to be about to desire 
78. about to seize 
79. to throw 
80. to limit 
81. to have been impeded 
82. to have been snatched 

83. to be accepted 
84. to have killed 
85. to have been instructed 
86. to have been killed 
87. to be instructed 
88. to be about to be killed 
89. about to be educated 
90. [having been] perceived 
91. to have heard 
92. about to snatch 
93. killing 
94. to have seized 
95. to be about to undertake 
96. impeding 
97. to have guarded 
98. to be about to find 
99. to be about to be accepted 
100. to be about to seize 
101. to have been found 
102. [having been] accepted 
103. to be about to be discovered 
104. throwing 
105. discovering 
106. to have been thrown 
107. about to instruct 
108. to be about to be punished 
109. about to be noticed 
110. about to limit 
111. [having been] killed 
112. to punish 
113. to be guarded 
114. [having been] seized 
115. about to be undertaken 
116. [having been] strengthened 
117. to have begun 
118. to have been heard 
119. hearing 
120. to have limited 
121. to be about to educate 
122. about to be limited 
123. [having been] begun 
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124. [having been] noticed 
125. to find 
126. about to begin 
127. to be killed 
128. to seize 
129. about to perceive 
130. to be strengthened 
131. to seize 
132. [having been] found 
133. to have been desired 
134. to be perceived 
135. to be about to accept 
136. about to be impeded 
137. to strengthen 
138. to be discovered 
139. [having been] impeded 
140. to be noticed 
141. to have been begun 
142. to discover 
143. to have undertaken 
144. to be about to be desired 
145. to have found 
146. about to impede 
147. to be about to begin 
148. to be about to throw 
149. [having been] snatched 

150. to have been accepted 
151. about to be begun 
152. to have been noticed 
153. about to be killed 
154. to be seized 
155. [having been] guarded 
156. about to be discovered 
157. undertaking 
158. to be about to be impeded 
159. to be about to be educated 
160. to be limited 
161. about to be guarded 
162. to be punished 
163. to have desired 
164. to have instructed 
165. to be about to hear 
166. to have noticed 
167. strengthening 
168. [having been] educated 
169. to be found 
170. to have perceived 
171. to be about to be snatched 
172. to undertake 
173. about to desire 
174. about to be strengthened 
175. to be thrown 

176. to be about to impede 
177. guarding 
178. to be about to seize 
179. punishing 
180. about to punish 
181. to be about to be begun 
182. about to be punished 
183. to instruct 
184. accepting 
185. to kill 
186. to be about to instruct 
187. beginning 
188. to be about to snatch 
189. about to be seized 
190. to have thrown 
191. about to kill 
192. to be heard 
193. about to be snatched 
194. to accept 
195. about to throw 
196. to be about to limit 
197. perceiving 
198. [having been] thrown 
199. about to be perceived 
200. instructing 

Cumulative Exercise: Third-io / Fourth Conjugation, Primary and Perfect Tenses 

 
1. x had begun 
2. x has thrown 
3. x has been seized 
4. x had strengthened 
5. x impedes 
6. x will have accepted 
7. x had been discovered 
8. x has desired 
9. x had been accepted 
10. x will educate 
11. x will be educated 
12. x hears 
13. x has been limited 
14. x is begun 
15. x will have been educated 
16. x had been impeded 
17. x has guarded 

18. x will have impeded 
19. x has strengthened 
20. x was desiring 
21. x will have been killed 
22. x is perceived 
23. x will have strengthened 
24. x was limiting 
25. x snatches 
26. x educates 
27. x is killed 
28. x strengthens 
29. x will have been seized 
30. x will have instructed 
31. x was perceiving 
32. x is limited 
33. x will have seized 
34. x will be strengthened 

35. x has heard 
36. x kills 
37. x has instructed 
38. x had impeded 
39. x will be heard 
40. x will be perceived 
41. x is seized 
42. x had been heard 
43. x had been strengthened 
44. x has been accepted 
45. x was being instructed 
46. x was being begun 
47. x will seize 
48. x was snatching 
49. x was being snatched 
50. x is desired 
51. x will kill 
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52. x was being accepted 
53. x was being desired 
54. x is instructed 
55. x instructs 
56. x was strengthening 
57. x was being impeded 
58. x perceives 
59. x will have perceived 
60. x had thrown 
61. x will be seized 
62. x will limit 
63. x will have been accepted 
64. x had heard 
65. x is strengthened 
66. x is heard 
67. x will be limited 
68. x was being seized 
69. x will throw 
70. x is educated 
71. x has been strengthened 
72. x will snatch 
73. x will be discovered 
74. x will be begun 
75. x has impeded 
76. x limits 
77. x will have been guarded 
78. x will have discovered 
79. x has been instructed 
80. x will have been limited 
81. x will be instructed 
82. x has been thrown 
83. x had instructed 
84. x will seize 
85. x seizes 
86. x will be accepted 
87. x is thrown 
88. x has been discovered 
89. x will have been thrown 
90. x has discovered 
91. x has been impeded 
92. x will have killed 
93. x had seized 
94. x was seizing 
95. x had been thrown 
96. x will accept 
97. x had educated 
98. x has been desired 
99. x guards 

100. x was being guarded 
101. x will have educated 
102. x had been limited 
103. x will have been snatched 
104. x will discover 
105. x was being educated 
106. x will hear 
107. x will have been desired 
108. x will be thrown 
109. x had been guarded 
110. x had been desired 
111. x has educated 
112. x was killing 
113. x discovers 
114. x was being killed 
115. x will have guarded 
116. x will have begun 
117. x was discovering 
118. x will have thrown 
119. x had been killed 
120. x will have been begun 
121. x was being perceived 
122. x will be guarded 
123. x will have been heard 
124. x has been snatched 
125. x had discovered 
126. x has killed 
127. x was being heard 
128. x had been perceived 
129. x will have been discovered 
130. x had snatched 
131. x was guarding 
132. x had killed 
133. x has seized 
134. x will be impeded 
135. x will have snatched 
136. x is impeded 
137. x has begun 
138. x will have been perceived 
139. x was being thrown 
140. x will have been strengthened 
141. x will be killed 
142. x was being discovered 
143. x was instructing 
144. x has been educated 
145. x will perceive 
146. x has been guarded 
147. x has been perceived 

148. x will desire 
149. x was being limited 
150. x will have heard 
151. x will have limited 
152. x has limited 
153. x will instruct 
154. x was impeding 
155. x was throwing 
156. x will strengthen 
157. x accepts 
158. x had been snatched 
159. x has snatched 
160. x had perceived 
161. x had been begun 
162. x is discovered 
163. x is snatched 
164. x will have been impeded 
165. x had been seized 
166. x will begin 
167. x was accepting 
168. x throws 
169. x will have been instructed 
170. x was beginning 
171. x had accepted 
172. x was being strengthened 
173. x had guarded 
174. x had been instructed 
175. x had limited 
176. x is guarded 
177. x had been educated 
178. x had desired 
179. x has been heard 
180. x has perceived 
181. x will impede 
182. x has been killed 
183. x desires 
184. x will be desired 
185. x has accepted 
186. x begins 
187. x will have desired 
188. x will be snatched 
189. x is accepted 
190. x has been begun 
191. x was hearing 
192. x was educating 
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Cumulative Exercise: Third-io / Fourth Conjugation, Subjunctives and Imperatives 
 
1. seize! 
2. x would seize 
3. [I ask what] x has snatched 
4. [I ask who / what] has been educated 
5. be limited! 
6. x would have been begun 
7. [I ask what] x has discovered 
8. x would have been heard 
9. [I ask who / what] has been guarded 
10. [I ask who / what] has been begun 
11. x would have undertaken 
12. strengthen! (pl) 
13. let x be instructed 
14. desire! 
15. x would have been impeded 
16. x would be thrown 
17. x would be heard 
18. begin! 
19. let x find 
20. let x be desired 
21. x would limit 
22. x would have impeded 
23. be perceived! (pl) 
24. x would have accepted 
25. x would have been found 
26. be guarded! (pl) 
27. be discovered! 
28. [I ask what] x has seized 
29. let x be perceived 
30. [I ask what] x has accepted 
31. be seized! 
32. x would accept 
33. be undertaken! 
34. let x be strengthened 
35. let x snatch 
36. x would strengthen 
37. be educated! 
38. let x be educated 
39. x would be undertaken 
40. [I ask who / what] has been 

perceived 

41. [I ask who / what] has been snatched 
42. [I ask who / what] has been limited 
43. x would be educated 
44. punish! 
45. let x be discovered 
46. [I ask what] x has killed 
47. undertake! 
48. instruct! (pl) 
49. x would throw 
50. x would be impeded 
51. x would have been thrown 
52. let x be accepted 
53. let x be undertaken 
54. be killed! 
55. [I ask what] x has guarded 
56. be punished! (pl) 
57. be undertaken! (pl) 
58. x would instruct 
59. x would be killed 
60. let x impede 
61. x would have killed 
62. x would have been desired 
63. accept! (pl) 
64. x would have guarded 
65. x would be strengthened 
66. snatch! 
67. let x be thrown 
68. x would have been seized 
69. x would have heard 
70. begin! (pl) 
71. find! 
72. let x begin 
73. x would have been accepted 
74. let x educate 
75. x would have been snatched 
76. be begun! (pl) 
77. perceive! 
78. be educated! (pl) 
79. x would impede 
80. be instructed! (pl) 
81. [I ask who / what] has been thrown 

82. x would be snatched 
83. [I ask who / what] has been 

discovered 
84. x would be seized 
85. kill! 
86. x would have perceived 
87. x would be limited 
88. x would perceive 
89. let x be impeded 
90. x would have instructed 
91. x would have discovered 
92. limit! 
93. x would be punished 
94. be snatched! 
95. seize! (pl) 
96. discover! (pl) 
97. x would have been educated 
98. let x seize 
99. [I ask what] x has strengthened 
100. [I ask what] x has begun 
101. x would be desired 
102. x would have been strengthened 
103. [I ask what] x has impeded 
104. let x kill 
105. [I ask who / what] has been found 
106. x would have been killed 
107. x would be discovered 
108. [I ask who / what] has been 

impeded 
109. [I ask what] x has thrown 
110. accept! 
111. [I ask who / what] has been 

strengthened 
112. x would have found 
113. be discovered! (pl) 
114. throw! 
115. [I ask what] x has desired 
116. be found! 
117. be impeded! (pl) 
118. let x be begun 
119. [I ask what] x has instructed 
120. x would have punished 
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121. let x discover 
122. x would have limited 
123. be strengthened! (pl) 
124. [I ask what] x has found 
125. let x accept 
126. be seized! (pl) 
127. be guarded! 
128. instruct! 
129. be limited! (pl) 
130. [I ask what] x has punished 
131. let x punish 
132. let x be seized 
133. x would find 
134. [I ask who / what] has been 

undertaken 
135. be impeded! 
136. be begun! 
137. x would have seized 
138. x would have thrown 
139. be snatched! (pl) 
140. let x strengthen 
141. x would have desired 
142. x would have been instructed 
143. x would educate 
144. be perceived! 
145. seize! (pl) 
146. x would seize 
147. x would have been perceived 
148. x would have been discovered 
149. x would begin 
150. be instructed! 
151. let x be found 
152. x would discover 
153. [I ask what] x has perceived 
154. [I ask what] x has limited 
155. let x perceive 
156. be heard! (pl) 
157. x would be found 

158. let x be guarded 
159. be strengthened! 
160. x would have been punished 
161. [I ask what] x has educated 
162. be desired! (pl) 
163. [I ask what] x has undertaken 
164. [I ask who / what] has been desired 
165. let x hear 
166. be accepted! 
167. kill! (pl) 
168. x would punish 
169. let x instruct 
170. let x seize 
171. strengthen! 
172. [I ask who / what] has been 

punished 
173. educate! (pl) 
174. let x undertake 
175. be accepted! (pl) 
176. discover! 
177. x would have educated 
178. let x be heard 
179. let x desire 
180. perceive! (pl) 
181. [I ask who / what] has been killed 
182. let x be limited 
183. x would desire 
184. seize! 
185. [I ask who / what] has been heard 
186. x would hear 
187. x would be accepted 
188. hear! 
189. let x be punished 
190. limit! (pl) 
191. find! (pl) 
192. x would kill 
193. impede! 
194. x would have been guarded 

195. x would be begun 
196. undertake! (pl) 
197. [I ask who / what] has been 

accepted 
198. be punished! 
199. be found! (pl) 
200. snatch! (pl) 
201. x would have been limited 
202. x would be instructed 
203. x would have begun 
204. punish! (pl) 
205. x would be guarded 
206. [I ask what] x has heard 
207. x would be perceived 
208. [I ask who / what] has been seized 
209. be killed! (pl) 
210. hear! (pl) 
211. x would have strengthened 
212. x would have snatched 
213. x would snatch 
214. [I ask who / what] has been 

instructed 
215. let x be snatched 
216. throw! (pl) 
217. be heard! 
218. desire! (pl) 
219. x would undertake 
220. impede! (pl) 
221. be thrown! 
222. be thrown! (pl) 
223. let x be killed 
224. let x throw 
225. be desired! 
226. let x limit 
227. x would have been undertaken 
228. educate! 

 


